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1 Introduction 

Electric powered transportation has been prevalent 

in the automotive industry and the rail way industry 

for many years, but has yet to have a large impact 

within the aerospace industry. The aviation industry 

is responsible for around 2 % of all human induced 

CO2 emissions and 12% of global transportation CO2 

emissions [ 1]. 

One solution to reduce the environmental impact of 

the aviation industry is the implementation of elec

tric and hybrid electric aircraft as a means of com

mercial and private transportation. Battery technology 

bas yet to reach the point where 100% electric flight 

is sustainable in a commercial application. Some 

smaller scale aircraft and concepts, like the NASA 

X-57 Maxwell, have been created that are capable

of electric powered flight. Currently the pioneering

technology used to increase fuel efficiency and reduce

emissions include hybrid electric and turbo electric

propulsion systems.

2 Full Electrical Flight 

NASA is working on developing the first all-electric 

x-plane, called the X-57 Maxwell. The plane will

be built by modifying an already existing aircraft to

use electric propulsion, with the main purpose of val

idating and demonstrating the benefits that electric

propulsion may yield for the future of aviation. [2].

The X-57 Maxwell will use 14 electric motors pow

ered by batteries that drive propellers mounted on the

wing. Only the two primary motors mounted on each

wingtip however will be used whilst cruising. The

other 12 are high-lift motors with the sole purpose to

accelerate airflow over the wing during take-off and

landing through a technology knows as distributed

electric propulsion. By using this setup, the perfor

mance is increased in many different areas such as

fuel efficiency and handling performance. According

to NASA, they can see as much as a fivefold decrease

in energy consumption [3].

Using DEP technology works especially well for elec

tric aircrafts due to the importance of efficiency as a

result of current limitations on batteries and energy

storage, and NASA hopes that their implementation of 

the distributed electric propulsion system will provide 

critical data to other companies who are also working 

towards a future of electric aircrafts. 

A major drawback of fully electric flight is the en

ergy density of batteries. With current battery tech

nology fully electric flight is not feasible for commer

cial flight. Another drawback of fully electric flight is 

that fuel weight is not consumed during flight, which 

does not reduce the required lift throughout the flight. 

3 Turbo Electric Flight 

One workaround of the cons of fully electric flight is 

turbo-electric propulsion technology. The propulsive 

and power-producing devices are decoupled and indi

vidually designed and optimized [4]. Turbo-electric 

propulsion is divided into fully turbo-electrical and 

partial turbo electric. With a fully turbo-electric 

system the thrust is completely produced by electric 

fans(e-fans). While in a partial turbo-electric system 

the energy for the e-fans is produced by another 

Turbo fan engine (compare fig. 1). 

Fig. I . Types of electric propulsion [5] 

The power is supplied by one or several gas gen

erators(turboshaft engine) and is transmitted directly 

to electric driven propulsion, that can utilize a pro

peller or ducted fan. Decoupling the propulsion sys-
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other student’s work. If any irregularity is detected, the case will

be forwarded to the University Disciplinary Board.
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